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ABSTRACT
The modern developments through the internet have the opportunities to access heterogeneous information system any where in the world. We can integrate information which is structured or unstructured and deliver it to any system on big data platform. The information may be from heterogeneous sources and with different representations. In this paper, we propose an integration scheme for books data from different sources over the web. Graph database allow simple and rapid retrieval of complex hierarchical structures that are difficult to model in relational systems. Nowadays graphs have become very popular in various domains like social media analytics, healthcare, chemistry, business intelligence, networking and many more.

We have proposed a system that integrate data of books from various sources across the web. Here graph database is used named TITAN. We can easily retrieve complex information using simple queries using Gremlin, a graph query language.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Graph database is a database that uses graph structure for semantic queries with nodes, edges and properties to represent and store data. Graph structures could be represented in network model databases. Both represent general graphs, but network model databases operate on lower level of abstraction and lack easy traversal. Compared with relational databases, graph databases are very faster for associative data sets. They can scale more naturally to large data sets because they do not require expensive join operations. Graph databases are with less rigid schema so they are more suitable to manage ad hoc and changing data with evolving schema. Graph databases are a powerful tool for graph like queries, for example computing the shortest path between the two nodes in the graph. Graph databases directly store the relationships between records. Graph databases have become more popular for a variety of uses from modeling online code repositories to tracking software engineering dependencies. Graph databases provide a level of flexibility and resilience that is a great match for today’s fast-moving business and agile development methods. On the other hand, relational databases, need to map schema in detail to determine how things are connected, and then to retrieve related data records. When the database become larger then response time slows down and hence affects the business growth. However, with graph database, traversal speed remains constant because it does not depend on the total amount of data stored. Graph database uses a technique called a index-free adjacency. I simple terms, this means that each data element points directly to its inbound and outbound relationships, which point directly to related nodes. This technique allows million of related records to be traversed per second.

Nowadays there are various sources of information, but they are not similar it is from heterogeneous sources. The data in these sources are in different formats so there is a need to integrate that data to make it in uniform format; so that user can easily retrieve the data of his need. One of the advantage of information integration is that the user of system obtains complete and concise overview of all existing data without needing to access all data sources separately. Information integration possesses many applications from portals integrating data from multiple sources, comparison shopping, electronics market places to medical genetics in integrating genomics data, Astrophysics to monitor the event in the sky and several other areas of enterprise data integration. The late 1990s have witnessed huge proliferation of electronically accessible information that has led to a great deal of research and development in information retrieval to help users so that they can search and quickly retrieve relevant and meaningful information [1]. The immensity of web data valuable for various human needs has led to research on information extraction from the web [2]. With more and more information sources available via inexpensive network connections over the Internet, the desire to organize this information in a user friendly way has been the motivation behind the work presented here [3]. Much of the websites available over the web do not serve all the information on one platter so there is a need to extract information from different sources and apply information integration techniques to populate the data onto a common store.

In this paper, we propose a system that integrates distributed and heterogeneous information of books from various data sources across the web. We have developed a prototype that integrates information from different sources like iblist.com, reddit, Goodreads, amazon.com, shelfari.com and pubmed.com. The different components of the above data sources are deployed using a graph model. This graph model is queried and information is retrieved from it in efficient way. The contents of the paper are organized as follows: section 2 contains related work done in the field of information integration na sgrah databases. Section 3 presents the proposed structure of our system. Section 4 gives results drawn from analysis of observations. Section 5 gives the conclusion and future aspects related with the work.

2. RELATED WORK
Many established practices exist for the traditional discipline of Data Fusion. However there is a need to expand the fusion
view from sensor networks [5], intrusion detection [8], [7], collaborative alerts correlation [12], anomaly detection [13] to integration of information available on the web on to a common store. Jiangfan et al. [9] investigated the cognitive model of spatial information, the conceptual model of space phenomena, and the logic of spatial data management mode, leading to the integration of various spatial data sets from the view of model integration. Furthermore, they provided a method for the effective storage and management of massive and multisource heterogeneous spatial data. Zhao et al. [67] proposed a new computer information security protection system based on data fusion theory. Multiple detection measures were fused in their system, so that it has lower false negatives rate and false positive rate as well as better scalabilities and robust. Their experiments proved that by fusing, the final detected rate of the entire system to every intrusions was higher than or close to the best detected rate of all the basic detectors to them, which makes the entire system has a relative high detected rate to all intrusions, and makes up for the flaw that single detecting method cannot has good detecting result to all intrusions. Zhuang et al. [8] presented an efficient and effective model for collaborative alerts analyzing. Their system enhanced the alert verification using assets contextual information. By applying alert fusion and using a precisely denned knowledge base in the correlation phase, they also provides a method to get general and synthetic alerts from the large volume of elementary alerts. They discussed the similarity function of alerts and proposed an algorithm which can do correlation among alerts from different security tools. Kirk et al. [10] proposed Information Mainfold (TM) as a novel framework for browsing and querying of multiple networked information sources. A system that demonstrated the viability of knowledge representation technology for retrieval and organization of information from structured and unstructured sources was presented in their work. Arens et al. [14] described a system that addresses the important problem of how to efficiently integrate information from multiple databases. They emphasized on the query planning problem i.e. the selection of appropriate data sources and ordering the access to them. They also stressed on reformation of queries i.e. the use of knowledge both about the domain and the databases to modify queries to make retrieval plans for them more efficiently. Vicknair et al. [16] performed a comparison of the relative usefulness of the relational database MySQL and the graph database Neo4j to store graph data. The goal of this study was to determine whether a traditional relational database system like MySQL, or a graph database, such as Neo4j, would be more effective as the underlying technology for the development of a data provenance system. Angles et al. [17] performed a survey study of different graph database models and analysed its performance and utility when compared with other database models. Applications that are successfully modelled using graph were also discussed in their work. Bordoloi et al. [18] described a method for transforming a relational database to a graph database model. In this approach, the dependency graphs for the entities in the system are transformed into star graphs. This star graph model is transformed into a hyper graph model for the relational database, which, in turn, can be used to develop the domain relationship model that can be converted into a graph database model.

Thus using the erstwhile concept of Information Mainfold and taking into account the advantages of graph databases over the relational one, this paper gives a method to integrate the data of books from various sources over the web and intends to use a graph data model to store and access the obtained integrated data. Here we have deployed the knowledge graph model unlike the existing information integration systems. The knowledge graph model is more robust and generic way to graphically store and analyse the data.

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE
With the advent of Internet over the years, most of the information is available on web in a well defined way, but on different websites. For retrieval and analysis, this information needs to be integrated on a common platform. We propose a technique to populate a database of books in form of a graph by gathering information from various sources on the web. We expose this graph database via some APIs and graph processing languages to extract useful information which is further queried and analysed. We follow a standard 3 step data integration process [12] as shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, we need to identify corresponding attributes that are used to describe the information items in the source. The result of this step is schema mapping, which is used to transform the data present in the sources into a common representation. Secondly, the different objects that are described in the data sources need to be identified and aligned. In this way, multiple, possibly inconsistent representations of the same real world objects are found using duplicate detection techniques.

![Fig. 1 Data Integration Process](image)

In the last step, the data obtained is fused into a single representation, while resolving the inconsistencies in the data. This last step is referred to as Data Integration.

A. Technical Process
Based on the Data Integration process, we propose the following procedure that builds on top of it, and is described in Fig. 2. First, data stores, are selected and raw dumps of the data iblist.com, reddit, Goodreads, amazon.com, shelfari.com and pubmed.com are obtained using urllib [20] package for python and other commands viz. Wget [21] and cURL [22]. The obtained data is parsed and refined further. The refined data is further processed and a key value based data structure is obtained which is uploaded over a graph database.

B. Sources of Data
A large amount of data is available on the web for various books. We however restricted our work to four major sources:
1) **amazon.com**: The Internet shopping site which gives Database for information related to books.

2) **Goodreads**: It is a social cataloging site. The website allows individuals to freely search Goodreads’ extensive user-populated database of books, annotations, and reviews.

3) **Pubmed.com**: is a free search engine accessing primarily the medline database of references and abstracts on life sciences and biomedical topics.

4) **shelfari.com**: Shelfari users build virtual bookshelves of the titles they own or have read, and can rate, review, tag, and discuss their books.

---

**E. JSON File Creation**

The refined data is converted into a key value data structure which is stored in Python ordered dictionary OrderedDict. There are three keys in this ordered dictionary namely mode, vertices and edges. The value part of the vertices and edges key is also a dictionary. Thus it forms a nested dictionary type of data structure. Using JSON module from Python [28], this dictionary based data store is stored in a properly formatted JSON file [25]. The JSON file thus obtained is uploaded on to TITAN [26], a graph database via Gremlin, a graph query language [27].

**F. Uploading on Graph Database**

A set of gremlin queries for uploading a JSON file have been shown in Fig. 3 where storage backend is HBase, a non-relational, distributed database [28] and single machine environment is used for testing purpose.

```java
gremlin> config = new BaseConfiguration()
null
gremlin> config.setProperty("storage.hostname","127.0.0.1")
null
gremlin> config.setProperty("storage.backend","hbase")
null
gremlin> g = new TinkerGraph()
null
gremlin> g.loadGraphSON(‘sample.json’)
null
```

**Fig. 3: Uploading JSON**

Graph database refers to any storage system that can contain, represent and query a graph consisting of a set of vertices and a set of edges relating to a pair of vertices. Titan [26] is a scalable graph database optimized for storing and querying graphs containing hundreds of billions of vertices and edges distributed across a multi-machine cluster. It is open source with the liberal Apache 2 license. It supports storage Backends like Apache HBase [28], Apache Cassandra [29], Oracle BerkeleyDB [30]. Titan is also a transactional database and can support thousands of concurrent users executing complex graph traversals.

**4. RESULTS**

The system thus developed is experimented with some popular books taken from amazon. Every book is represented as vertex in this database and is associated with attributes like author, price, publication, genre, rating, reader reviews, critic reviews etc. These attributes would need a number of relational tables to store the data to prevent anomalies and to maintain the database integrity. In a relational database model, we apply multiple JOIN queries to obtain the results which makes the system slow and less efficient. To overcome this, the presented approach stores complete data in a single graph with the relationships expressed as edges and supports
all kinds of complex querying and traversal in linear time in a much efficient and hassle free way. In the following presented
gremlin queries g represents the graph, V represents Vertices, E represents Edges, outE represents out edges from a vertex, inV represents vertex to which an edge points, inE represents the incoming edges of a vertex. Heavy join operations even with full indexing. On the other hand, a graph database suited for this type of query processing avoids explicit intermediate and dummy table creation. The benefit of the graph database comes from not only its direct data representation and storage, but also its intuitive query structure. The compact representation of the graph query facilitated the management, user validation and exploration of the analytic intent of the query.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a system that populates a graph database by integrating data of books from different sources over the web. We thus obtained a graph database for books by integrating information like author, price, publication, genre, rating, reader reviews, critic reviews etc. from four sources namely amazon.com, pubmed.com, Goodreads, shelfari.com. Putting together the basic concept of information integration along with our proposed technique, we thus analysed and presented a graphical way of efficiently storing the data. The work opens many areas where it can further be extended. An application can be build on top of this data store that could be used as a Meta Search Engine for movies and with use of Machine Learning Algorithms, a recommender system could also be proposed.
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